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ABSTRACT: Power quality is an important issue 

now a  days. Especially in distribution network, 

where different loads are connected through power 

system network. They disturb quality of voltage 

and current of the distribution system like voltage 

sag, swell, harmonics in current and voltage, reduce 

power factor etc. thereby load draw excessive 

current for same power output with increase copper 

losses, reduce efficiency of system, produce 

excessive heat due to  in nonlinear load condition 

produce pulsation in torque in dynamic load 

condition and also create disturbance in power 

quality of neighboring loads. For solution of these 

entire problems a reactive power compensation 

device is required. So here put up the work on 

SHUNT ACTIVE POWER FILTER to improve the 

power quality problems. SHUNT ACTIVE 

POWER FILTER to improve power factor and 

THD of source current in inductive and nonlinear 

load respectively. The Fuzzy logic controller based 

control scheme is used for SHUNT ACTIVE 

POWER FILTER. Fuzzy logic can deal with 

virtually any proposition expressed in natural 

language. The input and output membership 

functions are applied with 49 fuzzy IF-THEN 

weighted rule bases was designed to maintain the 

capacitor voltage constant by providing the 

required reference current amplitude. 

Keywords: Power Quality,SAF,Fuzzy 

Logic,Harmonics,Non-Linear Loads 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In the last decade several solutions have 

been developed in order to mitigate the mains 

current harmonic content. This research area has 

reached a major importance because the number of 

nonlinear loads, which are responsible for the grid 

current shape deformation, has drastically increased 

in the latest years. The most effective solutions, 

designed to work out this problematic, are 

designated by shunt active power filters – SAPF in 

short. Different kinds of topologies are available 

but the most common are the ones based on the 

multi-phase or single-phase half-bridge inverter 

with inductive decoupling [1,2]. Classical 

topologies, such as those, oblige the use of 

switching devices rated to operate at voltages equal 

or above the line voltage. This represents a severe 

limitation when intending to build SAPFs for 

medium voltage grids. For this reason, classical 

topologies are now becoming replaced by new 

hybrid topologies, aiming to be more reliable and 

less expensive [3– 5]. These new solutions allow 

the reduction of the voltages of both the storage 

capacitors and the switching devices, to voltages 

lower than the mains peak voltage. This 

particularity is accomplished by means of 

introducing an extra passive filter between mains 

and the inverter. The most common solutions make 

use of series connected LC passive filters, tuned at 

the frequency of the mains current most significant 

harmonics. Given the huge boom observed in the 

use of electronic devices and the consequent 

increase of the mains current harmonic content, 

power grids without any kind of harmonic 

compensation became very sensitive to power 

quality problems and their related undesirable 

effects recalling for harmonic compensation not 

only at the distribution level but also at the local 

consumer level. The above mentioned effects are 

nowadays very familiar to the scientific community 

since they represent a serious challenge. The list 

bellow exemplifies only the most common: 

– Electromagnetic compatibility problems. 

– Wave shape distortion of mains voltage and 

current. 

– Extra dissipative losses. 

– Electromagnetic radiation. 

– Ruptures in balanced three-phase neutral buses. 

Therefore, a great amount of effort has 

been made in order to minimize all those unwanted 

effects and their quite expensive consequences. 

Among others, two different important policies 

have been adopted to reach the previous intend: – 

Legislate electronic products according to their 

specific characteristics and use purposes, assuring 
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that the produced harmonic content does not 

exceed the standard stipulated maximum. 

– Develop electronic systems with capability to 

compensate the mains harmonic content by means 

of specific current injection. 

The work presented in this paper is 

focused on the second case. The main purpose is to 

cancel the mains current harmonics by means of 

injecting a controlled current with a frequency 

spectrum equal in amplitude and in opposite phase 

to the spectrum of the mains current. This is true 

for all frequencies except for the fundamental that 

should not be compensated. This last principle can 

be accomplished by different topologies, resulting 

in more or less expensive, and, more or less bulky 

solutions that must be considered according to their 

specific applications. 

 

II. SHUNT ACTIVE POWER FILTER 

OPERATION 
The three-phase shunt active power filter 

is a three-phase current controlled “voltage-source 

inverter” (CC-VSI) with a mid-point earthed, split 

capacitor in the dc bus and inductors in the ac 

output (It is essentially three independent single 

phase inverters with a common dc bus). 

Conventionally, a shunt APF is controlled in such a 

way as to inject harmonic and reactive 

compensation currents based on calculated 

reference currents. 

 
Figure 1 Shunt active power filter 

 

The injected currents are meant to 

“cancel” the harmonic and reactive currents drawn 

by the non-linear loads. However, the reference or 

desired current to be injected must be determined 

by extensive calculations with inherent delays, 

errors and slow transient response Conventionally, 

the shunt type APF acts to eliminate the reactive 

power and harmonic currents produced by linear 

loads from the grid current by injecting 

compensating currents intended to result in 

sinusoidal grid current with unity power factor. 

This filter has been proven to be effective in 

compensating harmonic current sources, but it 

cannot properly compensate for harmonic voltage 

sources. Many electronic appliances, such as switch 

mode power supplies and electronic ballasts, are 

harmonic voltage sources. 

 

III. CONTROL SCHEME OF SHUNT 

ACTIVE POWER FILTER 
Modeling of control scheme of SAPF system for 

feeding three phase load is given as follows. Three 

phase load currents of SAPF feeding load 

considered as a sinusoidal and hence their 

amplitude is computed as: 

Vt=  [2/3(Vsa
2
  + Vsb

2
  + Vsc

2
)]

1/2
                            

(1) 

The in phase unit voltage vectors are computed by 

divide individual load current by their amplitude. 

Usad = vsa/vt;   Usbd = vsb/ vt;  Uscd = vsc/ vt       

(2) 

The error in DC bus voltage of SAF Vdcer (n) at n
th

 

sampling Instant is: 

Vdcer(n) = Vdc(n)* - Vdc(n)                                         

(3) 

Where Vdc(n)* is the reference DC voltage and 

Vdc(n) is the sensed DC link voltage of the SAF. 

The output of fuzzy logic controller for maintaining 

DC bus voltage of the SAF at the n
th

 sampling 

instant is expressed as   I*cmd .Vcd(n-1)* is the 

amplitude of In-phase component of the reference 

load voltage at (n-1)
th

 instant. The In-phase 

components of the reference source current are 

computed as; 

I*sad=Ismd*.Usad;   Isbd*=Ismd*Usbd;   Iscd*=Ismd*Uscd    

(4)  

These reference source current signal and sensed 

signals are passing through a hysteresis controller 

to generate gating pulses switch the IGBT’s of the 

Voltage Source Convertor. 
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Figure 2-Control Scheme of SAPF 

 

IV. THE PROPOSED FUZZY 

CONTROLLER 
Fuzzy logic becomes more popular due to 

dealing with problems that have uncertainty, 

vagueness, parameter variation and especially 

where system model is complex or not accurately 

defined in mathematical terms for the designed 

control action. The conception of the fuzzy logic 

introduced by Zadeh [16] is a combination of fuzzy 

set theory and fuzzy inference system (FIS). 

Elements of a fuzzy set belong to it with a certain 

degree, called degree of membership. The degree of 

membership is a result of mapping the input to 

certain rules using a membership function (MF). 

The progression which maps the specified input 

data to the output using fuzzy logic is known as 

fuzzy inference. A fuzzy inference system can be 

classified as: (a) fuzzification: which is the process 

of converting any crisp value to analogous 

linguistic variable based on certain MF, (b) 

inference engine: simulates human decision, (c) 

knowledge base: consists MF definitions and 

necessary rules like IF-THEN or it is combination 

of condition part with their associated rules (d) 

defuzzification: is the progression of transforming 

the fuzzy output into a crisp numerical value. In 

this paper main control input variable is the DC-

link voltage error and output of FLC is the peak 

value of the reference source current. The range of 

operating current, normalization and de-

normalization is one of the important design factors 

of fuzzy controller. 

 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 
To simulate the proposed FLC based 

control scheme with reduced sensors, a model in 

MATLAB\ SIMULINK and SimPower System 

Blockset is developed. The complete 3-phase active 

filter system is composed using a supply source, a 

voltage source inverter, coupling and smoothing 

inductors with highly non-linear characteristic 

based load. Various simulations are carried out to 

verify the performance of the active power filter 

using proposed FLC and conventional PI controller 

with during steady-sate and transient conditions. 

The system parameters selected for simulation 

studies are given in Table 2. The system connected 

with unbalance load of 8 KW at 0.8s .the voltage of 

system maintain constant of rated 415VL_L (532 

peak voltage) and terminal voltage maintain 

constant with maintain constant D.C.link voltage of 

the SAPF.Nonlinear loads can be semiconductor 

devices here we are using a universal bridge with 

resistance and parallel connected capacitor. The 

current is increasing up to full load current at 0.8s.  

For this system waveform of voltage and current 

are given 
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TABLE II. SYSTEM PARAMETERS 

 

 
Figure3. Performance of system with 8Kw, nonlinear load without controller 

 

A. FFT ANALYSIS FOR NONLINEAR LOAD WITHOUT CONTROLLER 

 
Figure4. THD of source current for nonlinear load without SAPF 

 

FFT analysis for nonlinear load are 

discussed in which THD (Total Harmonic 

Distortion) are discussed and we found that THD is 

very high and system is not successful for 

connected load. Figure shows that THD is very 

high without controller and it is 30℅ which is not 

desirable for system. 

Nonlinear loadwith controller-This system 

is also connected with non linear load of 8 KW at 

0.8s .the voltage of system maintain constant of 

rated 415VL_L (532.7 peak voltage). The current is 
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increasing up to full load current at 0.8s. For this 

system waveform of voltage and current are given. 

 

B. FFT Analysis For Nonlinear Load With 

Controller 
FFT analysis for nonlinear load are 

discussed in which THD (Total Harmonic 

Distortion) are discussed and we found that THD is 

very less and system is successful for connected 

load. Figure shows that THD is very less with 

controller and it is 3.43℅ which is desirable for 

system. In this work system which is used for 

compensation of reactive power is found to be good 

and desirable for improvement in power quality. 

Results shown in the above satisfied that system is 

good. 

 

 
Figure5. Performance of system with 8Kw, nonlinear load with controller 

 

 
Figure6. THD of source current for nonlinear load with SAPF 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In the present paper, a three-phase three-

level shunt active filter with neutral-point diode 

clamped inverter based on fuzzy logic current 

controller is presented. Use of the filter is aimed at 

achieving the elimination of harmonics introduced 
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by nonlinear loads. Several simulations with 

various nonlinear loads (AC/DC converter with 

R,L) under different conditions are performed 

using the fuzzy current controllers. The results 

show the superiority and effectiveness of the 

proposed fuzzy controller in terms of eliminating 

harmonics and response time, The THD is 

significantly reduced from 30% to 3.43% for fuzzy 

controller (with APF) in conformity with the IEEE 

standard norms. The current source for the 

controllers after compensation is sinusoidal. Hence, 

the proposed fuzzy logic current controller is an 

excellent candidate to control shunt active filters 

based on inverter topology to eliminate the 

harmonic currents without scarifying performance. 
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